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Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id>                                                                                                 04 Januari 2023 10.20 
Kepada: editor@eurchembull.com 

 

Dear: Editor ECB  
 
I am Moh. Dulkiah, lecturer at UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia  

 
We have an interest in the field of science published by European Chemical Bulletin (ECB), and now we have 
research that is in line with the "focus and scope" of this journal. 
 
We have completed a scientific article entitled "The Role of Social Capital in Driving Achievement of Student 
Groups in Higher Education". 
 

We hope this article can be published in the ECB, because there are interesting findings in the scientific article 

that can become new treasures in science. 

Best Regards, 
Thanks 

 
 

Moh. Dulkiah 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia 
 

Articles for ECB.doc 

389K 
 
  

Editor ECB <editor@eurchembull.com>   

Kepada: Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id> 
 

Dear 
Mr. Moh. Dulkiah 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia 
 

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "The Role of Social Capital in Driving 
Achievement of Student Groups in Higher Education" to European Chemical Bulletin 
(ECB). 
 
If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this journal as 
a venue for your work. 
 
Always check your email, because we will only notify you via this official email. 

 

 
Best Regards, 

 

-- 
Prof. Dr. Kalyan K. Banerji 
Editor-in-Chief, European Chemical Bulletin (ECB) 
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan] 

    05 Januari 2023 10.10 
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Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id> 05 Januari 2023 10.41 

Kepada: "Editor ECB" <editor@eurchembull.com>  

 Dear: Editor ECB 

Thank you for your respons. 
 

I will be happy to wait for further information. 

 
 

Best Regards, 
 

 

Moh. Dulkiah 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia 
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan] 

 

Editor ECB <editor@eurchembull.com>                                                                                                      11 Februari 2023 11.21 

Kepada: Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id> 
 

Dear 
Mr. Moh. Dulkiah 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia 

 

The European Chemical Bulletin (ECB) Editorial Board has reviewed your article, the research topic is very 

interesting, but we decided that your article could not be accepted immediately. You must improve your article on 

several points. 

 

I am sure you are willing to make this improvement because your scientific articles must meet ECB standards. 

Please correct your article according to the instructions from the ECB reviewers.  

Reviewer 1: 
 
Overall, this article provides valuable insights into the importance of social capital in driving the academic 
achievement of student groups in higher education. The literature review is well-structured and comprehensive, 
and the research methodology is sound. However, I have some concerns about the generalizability of the 
findings, as the study is limited to a specific university in a particular geographic location. Additionally, I suggest 
the authors include a more detailed discussion of the implications of their findings for higher education policy and 
practice. 
 
Reviewer 2: 
 
This article makes a significant contribution to the literature on social capital and academic achievement in higher 
education. The authors' use of multiple regression analysis to examine the relationships between social capital, 
academic performance, and demographic factors is appropriate and robust. However, I recommend that the 
authors provide a more detailed description of their sampling strategy and data collection methods to ensure 
transparency and replicability. Additionally, I suggest that the authors include a discussion of potential limitations 
and future research directions. 
 
 

 

I hope you can make improvements as soon as possible, and send the revised article again via this email.  

Best Regards, 

-- 
Prof. Dr. Kalyan K. Banerji 
Editor-in-Chief, European Chemical Bulletin (ECB) 
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan] 
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Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id>                                                                                                 12 Februari 2023 15.13 

Kepada: "Editor ECB" <editor@eurchembull.com> 
 

Dear: Editor ECB 

Thank you for your information.  

 
I will immediately correct the article according to reviewers. 

 

Best Regards, 
 
 

Moh. Dulkiah 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia 
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan] 

mailto:rengifurwarinza58@gmail.com
mailto:editor@ijsoc.goacademica.com
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   Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id> 

Revision Article for ECB 
 

4 pesan  

Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id>                                   20 Februari 2023 10.25 

Kepada: "Editor ECB" <editor@eurchembull.com>  

 

Dear 
 

Editor ECB  
 

Thank you for the patience of the European Chemical Bulletin (ECB) Editorial Board, waiting for the revision of my 
article. 

 

I have made improvements according to the reviewer's instructions. 

Revised article attached. 

Best Regards, 

Moh. Dulkiah 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia 
 

Revision1_ECB-12042023.doc 

479K 

 

Editor ECB <editor@eurchembull.com>                                                                                                     13 April 2023 09.21 

Kepada: Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id> 

Dear 

Mr. Moh. Dulkiah 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia 
 

Based on Reviewers' considerations, the article has, at some point, increased. However, you have to improve 
on a few more points. Please follow the following revision instructions: 
 
Reviewer 1:  
 
The article "The Role of Social Capital in Driving Achievement of Student Groups in Higher Education" provides an 
interesting perspective on the importance of social capital in the success of student groups in higher education. 
The literature review is thorough and the methodology is clearly explained. However, I would like to see more 
discussion on the limitations of the study and potential areas for future research. Additionally, the conclusion could 
be strengthened by providing more specific recommendations for educators and policymakers. 
 
Reviewer 2:  
 
I found "The Role of Social Capital in Driving Achievement of Student Groups in Higher Education" to be a well-
written and informative article. The author's use of case studies to illustrate their points was effective, and the 
analysis of the data was thorough. However, I do have some concerns regarding the sample size and the 
generalizability of the results. It would be useful to see how the findings of this study compare to similar studies 
conducted in different settings. Overall, I believe this article makes a valuable contribution to the field of higher 
education research. 

 
Articles that have been revised and please send it back via this email. 
 
Best Regards, 

 
-- 
Prof. Dr. Kalyan K. Banerji 
Editor-in-Chief, European Chemical Bulletin (ECB)
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Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id>                                                                                                14 April 2023 09.50 

Kepada: "Editor ECB" <editor@eurchembull.com> 
 

Dear 

Editor ECB 

Thank you for your response, I will be happy to revise the article according to these instructions. 

Best Regards, 

Moh. Dulkiah 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia 
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan] 

 

 

 

Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id>                                                        20 April 2023 09.11 

Kepada: "Editor ECB" <editor@eurchembull.com>  
 

Dear  

Editor ECB   
 

Thank you for the patience of the ECB Editorial Board in waiting for the submission of my second article revision. 
 
I have made improvements according to the instructions from the reviewers. I am ready to wait for the next process. 
 
Revised Article Attached. 

 
 

Best Regards, 
 
 
 

Moh. Dulkiah 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, Indonesia  
 

Revision2_ECB-12042023.doc   
493K 
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                                                                                                           Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id> 

 

Article accepted for publication - ECB-12042023 
1 pesan 

 

Editor ECB <editor@eurchembull.com>                                                                                                              05 Mei 2023 12.50 

Kepada: Moh. Dulkiah <moh.dulkiah@uinsgd.ac.id>  

Dear, 
Mr. Moh. Dulkiah 
(Co-authors, you are copied into this email for information purposes only) 
 
Ref: Article title: "The Role of Social Capital in Driving Achievement of Student Groups in Higher Education" 
Submission code: ECB-12042023 
 
 
I am pleased to inform you that your article has been accepted for publication in European Chemical Bulletin 

(ECB) Volume 12 Number 4 of 2023. You now need to upload the final revised version for this article and 

your author copyright agreement form. 

Thank you! Your continuing cooperation is most appreciated. 

 
 
With kind regards, 

 

-- 

Prof. Dr. Kalyan K. Banerji 
Editor-in-Chief, European Chemical Bulletin (ECB) 

 

LoA_ECB_12042023.pdf 

453K 
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